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Hector Javier MonArrez immigrated to the United States at an 
early age and settled in L.A, a place that was very influential 
during his formative years. 
 
Later he moved to Chicago, where he earned a Bachelor degree in 
fashion in 2009.  In his second year of school on May 15, 2008 he 
took 2nd place for his outstanding Fashion Design Collection.  Also 
in 2008, Hector Javier MonArrez was an Honorable mention at 
the Seventh Annual Driehause Awards for Fashion Excellence.  On 
May 21, 2009 He was awarded the prize for outstanding Fashion 
Design Collection and academic achievement.  The first place 
award was presented to Hector Javier MonArrez at the 8th Annual 
Driehaus Awards for Fashion Excellence, an event that took place 
on Friday, May 15, 2009.   
 
Soon thereafter, he honed his skills, during his trip’s  
apprenticeship throughout Latin America and Europe, where he 
learned the art of couture first hand,  and was able to learn about 
other cultures and countries. 
 
He quickly became the go-to designer for celebrities and 
socialites, and in 2009 Hector Javier MonArrez, founded his own 
label.                           and has been servicing the couture, cocktail, 
and ready-to-wear industry offering expert fit, high quality 
creations, all with an attention to detail, styling, and timely 
service.  
 
                               designs fill a void in the luxury market, with a 
collection that reflects, not only fashion talent and standard for 
quality, but also a city  culture that is gaining momentum as the 
next international Fashion capital – Chicago! 








































































